Writing: Mini things

Task 2

Read the text. There are 65 words. Work with a partner. Take turns deleting one word at a time. Each time you delete a word the text must make sense and be grammatically correct.

"Water should never lie still" the wrinkled old gypsy woman said, joining two small puddles together with a walking stick. The city businessman was quite intrigued and he suddenly had an idea. He later spoke to the government and soon he announced his new plan to join two much larger puddles together. Ships can now sail right through Panama instead of going around Cape Horn.

Make a list of the words you removed here. What kind of words are they?

____________________  ____________________  ____________________
____________________  ____________________  ____________________
____________________  ____________________  ____________________
____________________  ____________________  ____________________
____________________  ____________________  ____________________
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